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Abstract
Enterprise social network messaging sites are becoming increasingly popular for team
communication in engineering and product design. These digital communication platforms
capture detailedmessages betweenmembers of the design team and are an appealing data set
for researchers who seek to better understand communication in design. This exploratory
study investigates whether we can use enterprise social network messages to model com-
munication patterns throughout the product design process. We apply short text topic
modelling (STTM) to a data set comprising 250,000 messages sent by 32 teams enrolled in a
3-month intensive product design course.Many researchers describe the engineering design
process as a series of convergent and divergent thinking stages, such as the popular double
diamond model, and we use this theory as a case study in this work. Quantitative and
qualitative analysis of STTM results reveals several trends, such as it is indeed possible to see
evidence of cyclical convergence and divergence of topics in team communication; within
the convergence–divergence pattern, strong teams have fewer topics in their topic models
than weaker teams; and teams show characteristics of product, project, course, and other
themes within each topic. We provide evidence that the analysis of enterprise social
networking messages, with advanced topic modelling techniques, can uncover insights into
design processes and can identify the communication patterns of successful teams.

Keywords: Engineering Communication, Product Design, Topic Modelling, Enterprise
Social Networking, Engineering Design Process

1. Introduction
Engineering teams in industry are creating mass amounts of data every day. Teams
worldwide are adopting new online communication software for information
sharing, documentation, projectmanagement, collaboration, and decisionmaking.
Enterprise social network messaging platforms, like Slack, have become a staple
tool for student and industry engineers alike, with tens of millions of users (Novet
2019). From the researcher’s perspective, these software platforms unlock big data
for quantitative analysis of design team communication and collaboration, from
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which we can identify patterns of virtual communication content, timing, and
organisation.

With the accessibility of large corpora of text-based communication, it is
possible to apply modern natural language processing (NLP) tools, like topic
modelling, to glean detailed insight on real-world engineering design activities.
These techniques provide a nonintrusive way to study design activities, for teams of
any size, in real time. However, traditional topic modelling techniques rely on long
documents in order to measure the probability of word co-occurrences, whereas
communication through enterprise social networking platforms is characterised by
short chat, therefore failing a number of the assumptions which underlie the
applicability of traditional topic modelling. To combat this, recent computer
science researchers have developed short text topic modelling (STTM) as a
technique for analysing short-text data, relying on the assumption of one topic
per document (Yin & Wang 2014). STTM, therefore, has the potential to reveal
trends from enterprise social network data that otherwise are unattainable.

Here, we present an exploratory study of the potential for STTM, applied to
engineering designer communication, to uncover patterns throughout the engin-
eering design process. Specifically in this work, we present a case study of this
method applied to measuring convergence and divergence throughout the engin-
eering design process. Many theories of the engineering design process discuss
some form of convergence and divergence (Dym et al. 2005; Design Council 2015;
Wegener &Cash 2020). Studies have shown that designers diverge and converge in
a double diamond pattern; once to determine the problem and again to determine
the solution (Design Council 2015), while others claim that designers must first
converge on each question before diverging to answer it (Dym et al. 2005). It has
been shown that cycling through convergence and divergence leads to better design
outcomes (Adams & Atman 2000; Song, Dong & Agogino 2003); however, it is
challenging to measure these design patterns in uncontrolled settings.

Our dataset comprises 250,000 messages and replies sent by 32 teams, repre-
senting four cohorts of teams enrolled in a 3-month intensive product design
course. Using this dataset, our case study is motivated by the main research
questions: Over the course of the design process, how does team communication
reflect convergence and divergence? Does this trend differ between teams with
strong and weak performance? We address these research questions first using
quantitative measures, followed by an in-depth qualitative analysis.

We build STTMs for each team and phase of the product design process and
compare the metrics of these models. We hypothesised that we would find fewer,
more coherent, topics in phases that are typically convergent, and the opposite for
divergent phases. We found evidence of convergence and divergence cycles
throughout the design process, as previously shown in controlled lab studies, as
measured by both the number of topics found and the coherence of these topics.
Teams presented divergent characteristics at the beginning of the design process,
and slowly converged up to the phase where they select their final product idea.
Teams diverged again as they determined how to build their product, and con-
verged in the final phase where they present their work. Additionally, we found that
Strong teams have fewer topics in their topic models thanWeak teams do. In order
to better understand teams’ communication patterns, we qualitatively identified
the topic categories for 16 teams in one convergent and one divergent phase. We
found that teams discuss high-level themes such as Product, Project, Course, and
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Other, with Product being the most common. We identified that divergent phases
discuss the product Functions, Features, Manufacturing, and Ergonomics more
often than convergent phases.We found evidence that the teams often use Slack for
planning and coordination of meetings and deliverables. These findings, although
applied to student teams in this context, show the possibility to validate previous
design process theories in industry teams by analysing the mass amounts of data
that they are already creating on a daily basis.

The rest of this article is organised as follows. We begin by reviewing back-
ground information regarding communication in product design, convergence
and divergence in the product design process, and finally previous topic modelling
work in the field of product design. We then present our topic modelling meth-
odology, and report on both quantitative and qualitative results of our case study.
We then discuss the suitability of STTM as a method in this context, and conclude
with a discussion of the limitations of this study and areas for future research.

2. Background
In this section, we begin by overviewing engineering communication patterns,
followed by reviewing theories of convergence and divergence in the engineering
design process, and concluding with a discussion of topic modelling and how it has
been used in previous product design research.

2.1. Engineering and product development communication

Team communication is characterised as information exchange, both verbal and
nonverbal, between two ormore teammembers (Adams 2007; Mesmer-Magnus &
DeChurch 2009). Team communication is integral to a majority of team processes
or the interdependent team behaviours that lead to outcomes, such as performance
(Marks, Mathieu & Zaccaro 2001). Common across studies of team effectiveness is
the ability of high performing teams to effectively communicate, as compared to
lower performing teams (Kastner et al. 1989). Communication is found to be
positively correlated with team success (Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch 2009), and
the quality of communication is a better predictor of team success than the
frequency of communication (Marks, Zaccaro & Mathieu 2000).

Researchers have studied product design communication in many contexts. In
a study of engineering email use, Wasiak et al. (2010) found that engineers use
emails to discuss the product, project, and company; they send emails for the
purpose of problem solving, informing, ormanaging; and they express this content
by using positive reactions, negative reactions, or sharing and requesting tasks.
Researchers have also found that two-thirds of design team communication is
content-related, while about one-third is process-related (Stempfle & Badke-
Schaub 2002). Part of process discussion is coordination, and a recent study found
that engineers follow two different coordination strategies in complex designs:
authority based, and empathetic leadership (Collopy, Adar & Papalambros 2020).
Following these findings, we expect to see significant process- and product-related
topics in our topic models given the hybrid nature of these teams. Additional
studies of designer communication have found that users with high technical skills
used technical design words at a lower rate, and teams use repeated phrases linked
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to domain-related topics to communicate design changes (Ungureanu & Hart-
mann 2021).

Broadly speaking, researchers have studied the use of collaborative virtual
technologies – many of which are used for communication – and their impact on
team performance (Easley, Devaraj & Crant 2003; Hulse et al. 2019). Collaborative
systems have been found to be positively associated with team performance for
creativity tasks, but not in decision making tasks (Easley et al. 2003). Recent studies
have found that, while online messaging platforms promote transparency and team
awareness, they also can result in excessive communication and unbalanced activity
among team members (Stray, Moe & Noroozi 2019). Particularly on the data of
interest, a preliminary analysis by Van de Zande (2018) found that some successful
teams have more consistent and organised, although less frequent, communication
patterns. Research shows that digitization is changing the design process itself, as the
multiple volumes, formats, and sources of data can lead to inconsistency and lack of
convergence, especially between physical and digital domains (Cantamessa et al.
2020). This is especially important for ourwork as the teams studied use hybrid tools,
and thus need to merge information from online and inperson contexts.

Montoya et al. (2009) studied the use of nine types of information communi-
cation technology and found that instantmessagingwas already being integrated in
product design organisations in 2009. Despite its established usage in product
design firms, enterprise social networking software, otherwise known as instant
messaging, is under-studied in the literature. Brisco, Whitfield & Grierson (2020)
created a categorisation of computer-supported collaborative design requirements,
and cited that communication channels, specifically those that allow for social
interaction such as instant messaging, can reduce interpersonal barriers and thus
influence engineering teamwork. For social communication, when given the
choice, student design teams preferred to use Facebook, WhatsApp or Instagram,
as opposed to Slack which was used to discuss project work (Brisco, Whitfield &
Grierson 2017). When analysing global student design teams, researchers found
that students chose to use social networking sites to have a central place to store
information free of charge, to have multiple conversation threads happening at
once, and because they often used these tools daily anyways (Brisco, Whitfield &
Grierson 2018). These social networking tools provided a semi-synchronous
system that allowed quick feedback on design sketches and the ability to vote on
design concepts, but sometimes overwhelmed students with notifications (Brisco
et al. 2018). Students strongly believe that they will need to use social networking
tools in their future careers (Brisco et al. 2017). In other contexts, researchers have
examined the use of Slack by software development teams (Lin et al. 2016; Stray
et al. 2019) and Information Technology enterprises (Wang et al. 2019), but not in
product design teams. It is clear that communication is a critical component in
engineering design, and this communication is becoming increasingly virtual. Our
work hopes to suggest how this virtual communication can be used to answer
critical design process questions.

2.2. Convergence and divergence in product design processes

Let us consider twomain design processmodels: the double diamondmodel, which
represents design as a series of convergent and divergent cycles (Design Coun-
cil 2015), and the co-evolution model, which claims that design is refining both
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the problem and the solution together, with the goal of creating a matching
problem-solution pair (Dorst & Cross 2001). The double diamond method was
developed by the Design Council in 2005, and contains four phases: discover,
define, develop and deliver (Design Council 2015). The discover phase contains
divergent thoughts when teams ask initial questions; the define phase is convergent
as teams filter through ideas; the develop phase is divergent as teams use creative
methods to bring a concept to life; and the deliver stage is convergent as teams test
and sign off on final products. Contrary to the double diamond model, the
co-evolutionmodel of design argues that creative designmoves iteratively between
the problem space and the solution space, and is not simply defining the problem
and then addressing the solution (Dorst & Cross 2001).

Convergence and divergence have emerged as part of the study of design from a
process perspective, or analysing design over time (Wegener &Cash 2020).Within
the idea of design as a series of convergence and divergence, work has drawn on
Aristotle’s question hierarchy, stating that design teams first need to ask lower-level
questions and converge on their understanding of the problem and design con-
straints, before they can diverge and ask the open-ended questions needed to ideate
(Dym et al. 2005). Two types of design processes – the traditional staged process,
and the newer spiral process – differ in their frequency of cross-phase iteration:
meaning how often designers revisit a previous design phase (Unger & Eppinger
2011). Traditional phases can be thought of as either convergent or divergent, with
ideation being a divergent phase and detail design being a convergent phase. Thus,
the ability to automatically identify convergence and divergence of a teammay be a
first step in automatically tracking design activity (Dong 2004). Even condensed
design processes, such as those that occur during hackathons, have been shown to
follow a similar pattern of convergence and divergence (Flus & Hurst 2021).

As engineering design problems are ambiguous and ill-structured, the under-
standing of the problem and possible solutions evolve throughout iteration
(Adams & Atman 2000). Iterative activities represent a designer responding to
new information and completing problem scoping, which can be thought of as
diverging, and then working through solution revisions, which can be thought of as
converging (Adams & Atman 2000). These frequent transitions have been shown
to lead to higher-quality designs (Adams & Atman 2000). Similarly, researchers
have also found evidence that teams whose oral and written histories demonstrate
cyclical latent semantic coherence throughout the product design process have
better design outcomes (Song et al. 2003). Cycles of convergence and divergence
are present in various models of the engineering design process and have been
shown to lead to high-quality designs; we explore the possibility of validating these
models by detecting these cycles automatically from communication data.

2.3. NLP in product design

Using modern machine learning techniques to both understand and replicate
human design processes is a growing area of research (Rahman, Xie & Sha
2021). To understand which designer activities occur during the design process,
qualitative coding is often used (Neramballi, Sakao & Gero 2019), which is time
consuming and thus cannot be applied to large amounts of data. The use of NLP
methods is an alternative. Already, design researchers are using NLP techniques to
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extract frequent expressions used in design sessions and determine designer intent
(Ungureanu & Hartmann 2021).

Specifically, topic modelling has been used in product design for studying the
impact of various interventions on design (Fu, Cagan & Kotovsky 2010; Gyory,
Kotovsky & Cagan 2021a), to comparing human and AI teams (Gyory et al.
2021b), to analysing capstone team performance (Ball, Bessette & Lewis 2020),
to visualising engineering student identity (Park et al. 2020), to deriving new
product design features from online reviews (Song et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020)
and identifying areas for cross-domain inspiration (Ahmed & Fuge 2018). By
plotting a design team’s topic mixtures before and after a manager intervention,
Gyory et al. (2021a) were able to measure the result of the design intervention and
whether it helped to bring the team back on track. Similarly, Fu et al. (2010)
measured the cosine similarity between each team member’s topics to identify the
impact that sharing a good or bad example solution had on the team’s convergence
to one design idea, and ultimately, their design quality.

Traditional topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) were built
for, and perform best, when the corpus upholds the assumption that a document
contains a distribution over many topics. For example, benchmark datasets often
used when evaluating topic models are comprised of many news articles or
scientific publications (Röder, Both & Hinneburg 2015). These documents are
significantly longer thanmostmessages that would be sent using instantmessaging
software. Thus, STTM algorithms, such as the Gibbs sampling algorithm for a
DirichletMixtureModel (GDSMM) used here, present an adaption to the assump-
tions that allows shorter text documents to be analysed, and have proven more
accurate in these cases (Mazarura & de Waal 2017; Qiang et al. 2019). These
algorithms have been applied to news headlines, tweets, and other social media
messages (Yin & Wang 2014). Other researchers opt to analyse short-text using a
pretrained topic model, trained on long document datasets (Cai et al. 2017).

The line of research that is most similar to our work is the measurement of
coherent thinking in design, through the study of natural language (Hill, Song &
Agogino 2001; Dong 2004; Dong, Hill & Agogino 2004; Dong 2005). Dong (2005)
proposes measuring semantic coherence using the resulting vectors of another
topic modelling algorithm, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), by calculating how
close a team’s documents are in vector space. They measure convergence by
comparing each member’s centroid to the group’s centroid over time, and found
that knowledge convergence happens in successful design teams. In another study,
Dong et al. (2004) calculated team coherence by measuring the standard deviation
of a team’s documentation in LSA space, and measured the correlation with team
performance. They found a significant correlation between the coherence of team
documentation and team performance, but a smaller correlation when emails were
included in the documentation, due to the noise around scheduling and admin-
istration. We expect to see similar noise in our messaging data. Additionally, the
cosine coherence between two utterances in a conversation was measured as a
function of the time between them (Dong 2004). It was found that teams engage in
two types of dialog: constructive dialog, where each speaker builds on the last, or
neutral dialog, where there is little building upon each other.

Though topic modelling has been used as a research methodology in the
product design field, this paper presents a first-of-its-kind application of STTM
– better suited to instant-message style communication – in the context of product
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design. We present one of the first studies related to instant-messaging use in
product design, with a sizable dataset to draw conclusions across varying years and
product concepts. We investigate the use of STTM to connect past digital product
design communication research with theories of convergence and divergence in
the engineering design cycle.

3. Methodology
In this section, we describe the methodology followed. We begin by describing the
data and the course from which it was collected. We then review the data
segmentation and preprocessing, followed by the topic modelling algorithm and
evaluationmetrics, and finish with a discussion of the qualitativemethods used. An
overview of our methodology is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Data collection and characteristics

The basis of this analysis is Slack data from a senior year core product design
course in Mechanical Engineering at a major U.S. institution. This particular
course is an ideal baseline to study design teams because it represents a con-
densed yet complete design cycle, from research and ideation through to a viable
alpha-prototype demonstration within 3 months. Due to the shortened timeline,
team members interact frequently and depend on each other for the completion
of tasks. Part of the focus of this course is for students to learn communication
and cooperation skills, and gain experience working in large teams, in addition to
the technical product design knowledge gained. While products vary depending
on the student-identified opportunities, the course, deliverables, and timelines
are controlled by the course staff through the course objectives. The course setup
mirrors real-world design conditions, and the sample contains a diverse mix of
student demographics. Teams meet regularly in-person for labs, lectures, and
self-organised meetings, supplemented by Slack conversations. Teams were
instructed to use Slack exclusively for virtual conversations, and this was verified
during the semester. With respect to virtuality, these are hybrid teams of which
only online communications will be analysed. Each team is composed of 17–20
students. While studying student design teams limits our ability to generalise

Figure 1. Complete overview of the methodology used in this work.
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to industry design teams, it does allow us to exclude external factors that may
confound team performance, such as the market (Cooper & Kleinschmidt 1995;
Dong et al. 2004).

While only about 3 months long, this product design course cycles students
through seven phases of the product design process, marked by course deliverables
at the end of each phase. To support learning, scheduling and planning (Petrakis,
Wodehouse & Hird 2021), students present physical prototypes at the end of six
out of seven phases. The first phase, 3 Ideas, consists of the team splitting into two
subteams and each presenting their top three ideas at a high level of detail in
2 minutes. The second phase, Sketch Model Review, is marked by each subteam
presenting three rough prototypes of three design alternatives, along with basic
technical, market, and customer needs. In theMockup Review phase, each subteam
presents further developed functional or visual mock-ups for their top two design
ideas. The feedback from this presentation is used as the two subteams recombine
into a single team and decide on which design concept they will move forward with
for the remainder of the project. This is the Final Selection phase. Following this is
the Assembly Review phase where teams present the complete architecture model
for their product including user storyboards, computer-aided design models, test
plans and electronic designs. Technical Review is the last phase for teams to gather
feedback before their Final Presentation. Teams present their current progress
towards a final, functional prototype. The final and longest phase culminates in a
Final Presentation where teams demonstrate their product and explain their user
research and market information to thousands of audience members. Figure 2
shows the entire process with the relative length of each phase.

Our study analyses 250,000þ Slack messages from 32 student teams, over four
distinct years of course delivery (2016–2019). Slack data from all public channels
were exported. Direct messages and private channels were not included in this
dataset. The exported data includes information about the user, channel, message
content, message type, replies and reactions. Users each have distinct, randomised
usernames. Messages are sorted by channel, then date, and have precise time-
stamps. This allowed us to separate the data by team and phase of the product
design process (Figure 2). This data collection was approved by the institutional

Figure 2. The scaled scheduling of deliverables in the Product Design Process followed in the course. All years
follow a similar workflow, which is approximately 93 days long.
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review board, and students were aware that their public channel Slack messages
were being collected for research purposes.

Expert ratings of each team’s performance were derived from process and
product success at each milestone shown in Figure 2, based on instructor
observation and combined relative rank of their deliverable scores compared
to other groups. Based on this evidence, one expert judge, consistent through all
4 years, who has been the course instructor for 25 years, sorted teams by
performance into a dichotomous variable: Strong or Weak. While this metric
for success is coarse, single-sourced, and expert-derived, it was determined to be
more appropriate to focus on product and process success than to make a
complex calculation derived from individual team members’ course grades. To
test the reliability of this measure, we analysed the agreement between the
dichotomous rating and the teams’ scores for the Technical Review deliverable,
which is the last time the team is assessed on the quality of their design outcome.
These scores are the average of over 25 ratings from professors, teaching assist-
ants and group instructors involved in this course. When teams in each year were
split into Strong/Weak based on themedian Technical Review score for that year,
the ratings agreed for 24/32 teams. We expect the discrepancies to be driven by
the holistic nature of the expert judge’s rating, which is based on the team
performance throughout the entire semester, versus the single-moment-in-time
snapshot of the assessed scores. In total, 17 of the 32 teams were rated as Strong,
and 15 were rated asWeak. This rating system will be used to identify differences
in communication characteristics and trends between stronger and weaker
teams.

Some general statistics on the data collected: Figure 3a shows that although
the number of messages varies over the years studied, increasing greatly in 2018
and 2019, we collected a minimum of 45,000 messages a year. Teams each sent an
average of 7700 messages (Figure 3b), with the majority of these messages in the
Final Presentation phase, when normalised by day (Figure 3d). These messages
were not sent equally across all users (Figure 3f). Slack is mostly used for short,
instant-message-like communication; on average, preprocessed messages are
around 16 words long, with little variation over the years (Figure 3c). Pre-
processed messages are longer during the second half of the product design
process, peaking at close to 20 words per message in the Final Selection phase
(Figure 3e).

Past work using this dataset provides a deeper look into how these students
used Slack, for the years 2016 and 2017 (Van de Zande 2018). Each team created an
average of 24.4 channels on Slack, with an average of 15.1 members per channel,
including anywhere from 7 to 13 staff and mentors present on the workspaces. On
average, Slack activity increased greatly right before a deadline (end of a phase in
Figure 2) and decreased just after the deadline, but this change differed slightly
between teams. The breakdown ofmessages by sender varied by team, although the
System Integrators (ProjectManagers) often sent themostmessages. All teams had
users who engaged with the Slack more than others, but all teammembers engaged
in some way. This prior analysis also showed that Slack use was correlated with
teams’ reported hours worked on the project, suggesting that teams used Slack
mostly to discuss project-related work, and not as a social tool. The hourly activity
also supports this, as Slack activity increases during and directly following their
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scheduled lab times, as well as right before a deliverable. This also shows that even
when meeting face-to-face, teams still used Slack as a documentation tool.

3.2. Topic modelling methodology

We wanted to explore the ability of topic modelling to find expected patterns of
convergence and divergence of engineering design teams; thus, we built a topic
model for each team-phase, using identical hyperparameters, and compared how
these models changed throughout the design process. We used topic modelling as
an exploratory, unsupervised learning method, to discover the underlying cluster-
ing ofmessages within each team, which is a commonuse of topicmodelling in past
work (Uys, Du Preez & Uys 2008; Lin & He 2009; Snider et al. 2017; Naseem et al.
2020; Park et al. 2020; Lin, Ghaddar &Hurst 2021; Shekhar et al. 2021). Thismeans
that we do not have true labels for the topic of each message, which would be near
impossible to obtain given the volume of our data. Using topic modelling, we
measured howmany topics the teams discussed in each phase, and the coherence of
these topics.

One major reason we chose to aggregate our data by team and phase is the
variation in product ideas between teams. Although each year teams were told to
choose a product tied loosely to a general theme, the ideas, and thus the topics
discussed, still varied greatly. A single topic model trained on all teams would
require a huge number of topics and would likely combine all project-specific
technical terms into the same topics as they are used less frequently than planning
or project management terms. Topics can be very product-specific, so we extracted
topics on a case-by-case basis, similar to what has been previously done (Snider

Figure 3. Plots displaying the characteristics of the dataset. (a) Number of messages sent, by year. (b) Average
number of messages sent per team, by year. (c) Average length of messages sent, by year. (d) Average number
of messages per team per day, by phase of the product design process. (e) Average length of messages per
team, by phase of the product design process. (f) Histogram displaying number of messages sent, per user.
PDP represents product design process.
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et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2021). Additionally, building individual models for each team
and phase allowed us to explore the number and coherence of topics by phase as an
estimation of convergence and divergence in the design process. This also allowed
us to comparemodel statistics by team performance, based on the expert’s rating of
each team.

Due to the short nature of the messages (and as is common in enterprise social
network communication more broadly), we decided to use STTM, using the Gibs
Sampling Dirichlet Mixture Model (GSDMM) algorithm, instead of traditional
LDA or LSA. While LDA and LSA assume that each document contains a
distribution over many topics (Blei, Ng & Jordan 2003), the GSDMM algorithm
adapts this assumption such that each document contains only one topic (Yin &
Wang 2014).

We were able to create 224 individual topic models due to the abundance of
messages sent by each team using the Slack platform. Due to the format of our data,
one keymethodological decisionwas howwewould define a document. In our case,
typically one message alone is not long enough to constitute a document and
provide useful semantic information, with an average preprocessed length of only
16 words. We thoroughly investigated the impact of the definition of a document,
and thus the length of a document, on our results; we tested document sizes ranging
from a single message, to an entire channel. We found that the optimal balance
between number of documents and size of a document, while remaining within the
assumptions of our topic modelling algorithm (Yin & Wang 2014), was to set a
document equal to a channel-day: that is, aggregating all messages sent within one
Slack channel on a particular day. The latter condition is aided by the inherent
function of Slack channels, as teams make new channels to separate their discus-
sions by task force and deliverable (Van de Zande 2018). From Figure 4a, we can see
that each team-phase has an average of just under 200 documents, with each
document having an average length of just over 30 words, postprocessing
(Figure 4b). The average document has 20 uniquewords. 2018 had themost number
of documents per team-phase, on average (Figure 4c), and 2017 had the longest
documents (Figure 4d). The third phase, Mockup Review, had themost documents
on average (Figure 4e), and document size steadily increased throughout the
product design process (Figure 4f). While this length is still relatively short,
GSDMM has been shown to be accurate on tweets, which were a maximum of
140 characters (~20 words), or more recently, 280 (Yin & Wang 2014). While the
number of documents is smaller than the dataset used in the GSDMM debut paper
(Yin & Wang 2014), we believe that it is an appropriate value for an exploratory
study, and other researchers have demonstrated success using traditional topic
modelswith a similar number of documents to our dataset (Fu et al. 2010; Song et al.
2020; Gyory et al. 2021a). Nonetheless, we tested our results for robustness with
larger and smaller document definitions and found our results to be consistent.

As the data were sourced from the instant messaging platform Slack, many
messages contained nontextual data including ‘mentions’ of teammates, channels
or threads, emojis, gifs, bot-messages and links to connected apps or external sites.
Additionally, students often used shorthand, slang, and stop words to communi-
cate. All of these elements were removed during the data preprocessing step as their
inclusion would prevent the topic model from finding cohesive and informative
topics. The data first went through a simple preprocessing algorithm to remove any
mentions of users or channels, remove any punctuation or numeric characters, and
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convert all upper-case letters to lower-case.We then removed common stop words
from the messages, which are words that are common in the English language and
uninformative such as ‘the’. The stop words were downloaded from the Natural
Language Toolkit python package (NLTK2021). Only correctly spelledwordswere
kept, checked using the English dictionary from the Enchant module (Kelly 2011).
Using the SpaCy package (Spacy.io 2021), all words were lemmatized to their basic
form and only nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs were retained. After analysing
the results of the preliminary topic models, we further removed common and
meaningless words whose frequency cluttered the topic model results including
‘yeah’, ‘think’ and ‘class.’ Lastly, bigrams were created from two words that often
occurred together, such as ‘consumer_good’, using the Python Gensim package
(Rehurek & Sojka 2010). A complete list of bigrams created is in Appendix A.1.
Each document had an average length of 86 words, and 45 unique words, prior to
processing, and a length of 30 words, or 20 unique words, postprocessing.

The GSDMM topic modelling algorithm used is built on the assumption that
each document contains one topic (Yin & Wang 2014). This algorithm was
designed to balance the completeness of topics (all documents from one ground
truth topic are assigned to the same ‘discovered’ topic) and the homogeneity of
topics (all topics within a ‘discovered’ topic have the same ground truth topic label).
It does this by balancing two rules: one that forces the number of topics to be large,

Figure 4. Plots displaying the characteristics of the dataset in terms of channel-day documents, postproces-
sing. (a) Number of documents for each team-phase. (b) Average (nonunique) document length for each team
phase. The white middle line represents the median, the green triangle represents the mean, the box extends
from the first quartile to the third quartile. Whiskers represent the most extreme, nonoutlier points, with
outliers represented by unfilled circles beyond the whiskers. (c) Average number of documents per team-
phase, by year. (d) Average document length by team-phase, by year. (e) Average number of documents per
team-phase, by phase. (f) Average length of documents for each team-phase, by phase. PDP represents
product design process.
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and another that forces the number of topics to be small, resulting in convergence
to the optimal number of topics. The simplified equation behind the algorithm can
be seen in Eq. (1) where the probability that the topic label of document d is z is
equivalent to the joint probability of the topic labels and document corpus, given
hyperparameters Alpha (α), Beta (β), divided by the joint probability of the topic
labels for all documents except d in the document corpus. This method assumes
that each topic is amultinomial distribution over words, and that theweight of each
topic is a multinomial distribution.

p zd ¼ zjz¬d�!, d
!� �

¼
p d

!
, z
!jα!, β!

� �

p d
!
, z¬d
�!jα!, β!

� � : (1)

The GSDMM algorithm has hyperparameters Alpha (α), Beta (β), K , and
number of iterations. Alpha is a parameter that specifies how likely it is for a
new document to ‘create’ a new topic instead of joining an existing one (Yin &
Wang 2014). Beta represents how likely it is for a new document to join a topic if
not all of the words in the document already exist in the topic. The parameter K
represents the ceiling for the number of topics, which should be significantly larger
than the number of topics estimated to be in the dataset. In Eq. (1) above, z take a
value between 1 and K in each iteration. Lastly, the number of iterations specifies
howmany iterations should be used in the algorithm. In each iteration, documents
are reallocated to topics based on the probabilities calculated in Eq. (1). The
number of documents moved decreases every iteration. The number of topics
starts off large, and converges to a smaller number aftermore iterations. It has been
shown that the GSDMM algorithm usually converges after five iterations (Yin &
Wang 2014).

We experimented with values of Alpha and Beta to tune these parameters to
produce the most coherent topics. We estimated that given the short nature and
limited number of messages, we would not expect large numbers of topics, and
therefore set Alpha to 0.1. To help encourage a smaller number of well-defined
topics, as opposed to many topics with only one or two messages, as well as to
account for the use of rare technical terms, we investigated setting Beta to various
values between 0.1 and 0.2 as shown inYin&Wang (2014). However, we still found
that the most interpretable and easy to differentiate topics were found when Beta
was set to the default 0.1. These hyperparameter values were chosen based on the
measure of coherence defined in the next section as well as qualitative analysis of
the top words in each topic. We chose K ¼ 100 and number of iterations as 10 to
ensure that all topics were identified, andwe could accurately assess the certainty of
the algorithm once it had converged.

3.3. Evaluating convergence patterns

We used two main metrics to analyse the STTMs for each team and phase. Unlike
many traditional topic modelling algorithms, GSDMM chooses the number of
topics based on balancing the completeness and homogeneity of results (Yin &
Wang 2014). Thus, the number of topics found within a model is a property of that
team’s communication in that phase. We argue that the number of topics may be
used as a measure of convergence; as teams converge on their decision idea, their
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testing methodology, or their presentation strategy, they will discuss fewer topics.
While all the phases do differ in length, we found that with our use of channel-days
as documents, there was no correlation between the number of documents and the
number of topics, indicating no need to normalise.

Topic coherence metrics are a commonmeasure of the quality of a topic model
(Röder et al. 2015). They are used to measure how often the words in a topic would
appear in the same context, and these metrics have been shown to achieve results
similar to inter-annotator correlation (Newman et al. 2010). Thus, in combination
with the number of topics in each phase, the quality of the topics discussed in this
phase could be an indication of design team convergence: the more coherent the
topic model, the more likely it is that the team is discussing only a set number of
topics. This has been shown to represent shared knowledge representation (Gyory
et al. 2021b). While the topic model will always place all documents into a topic, if
these documents do not contain similar content, the coherence of themodel will be
low. We measured the intrinsic coherence of each model using normalised point-
wise mutual information (NPMI) (Eq. (2)) (Lisena et al. 2020), which traditionally
has a strong correlation with human ratings (Röder et al. 2015). This was done
using the TOMODAPI (Lisena et al. 2020), which applies Eq. (2) to couples of
words, computing their joint probabilities. In this equation, P wi,wj

� �
represents

the probability of words i and j occurring in the same document, which in our case,
is a team-channel-day (all messages sent by a team, in a channel, on a day). εwas set
to 10�12, which has been shown to prevent the generation of incoherent topics
(Wasiak et al. 2010).

CNPMI ¼
p wi ,wjð Þþε

p wjð Þ�p wið Þ
� log p wi,wj

� �þ ε
� � : (2)

The number of topics and the coherence of these topics were analysed to see if a
pattern of convergence and divergence emerged, as would be expected in the
engineering design process. After building and evaluating the topic models for
all teams and phases, we investigated trends in the above metrics using a two-way
robust ANOVA model (Mair & Wilcox 2020) with independent variables team
performance and phase of the product design process. Posthoc tests were con-
ducted to determine differences between specific phases. This allowed us to identify
significant differences between the number of topics and their coherence as teams
moved through the design process, to indicate phases of convergence and diver-
gence.

3.4. Qualitative analysis

While the topics resulting from the topic models lose some of the contexts of Slack
messages that are contained in word order, we believe that qualitatively analysing
the themeswithin the topic words can help us to better understand the ability of our
topic models to capture convergence patterns in designer communication. We
qualitatively analysed the top words in each topic within two phases with opposite
topic characteristics: Mockup Review and Technical Review. Within each phase,
we analysed two Strong and two Weak teams per year. For this analysis, we built
upon an existing coding scheme that was developed for engineering emails, a
similar case study to our work (Wasiak et al. 2010).We adapted the coding scheme
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to fit our context in two main ways. First, since we are evaluating topics, which
consist of words and frequencies, we lose much of the context of themessage that is
contained in word order. We also filter out numbers and symbols prior to building
the topicmodel. For this reason, it was necessary tomerge some categories from the
existing coding scheme. Second, since our data comes from a course project, unlike
the industry setting originally used to develop this scheme, we needed to include
course-based topics, like assignments.

Wasiak et al. (2010) created three coding schemes: one for what the email was
about (Scheme 1), one for why the email was sent (Scheme 2), and a third for how
the message was conveyed (Scheme 3). For this work, we focused on an adaption
to the first scheme, as inferring intent and emotional information would be
challenging without word order. We made the following adaptions to the coding
schemes to better fit our context. Scheme 1 was divided into three categories:
product, project and company. Company was replaced with course to fit the
context of our data. We then combined some categories that would be challen-
ging to differentiate without word order and numeric information, such as
function and performance, or planning and time. While we did not use Scheme
2, we borrowed categories such as developing solutions, evaluating solutions, and
decision making – processes that are discussed frequently in our topics – and
reassigned them to the project category. The complete coding scheme, along with
definitions of the codes and common terms representing the codes, is found in
Table 3. During this process, the researchers used documentation of the teams’
product ideas in the corresponding phases to identify product-specific terms.
Two researchers coded the topics using a thirds approach; the topics per phase
were divided into thirds, with each coder coding one-third, and both researchers
coding the final third. Out of the 116 topics that were coded by both researchers,
74 displayed complete agreement after the first round of coding, 39 displayed
complete agreement on some of the codes with partial disagreement on others,
and 3 displayed no agreement on any codes. There was agreement on 87.5% of the
codes assigned to the topics coded by both researchers. Any disagreements were
discussed until a consensus was reached.

4. Results
Here, we present the results of our case study, first with quantitative analysis
followed by qualitative analysis.

4.1. Quantitative results

We begin by reviewing the quantitative topic modelling results to address whether
there is evidence of convergent and divergent communication cycles within the
product design process, and how this differs between Strong and Weak teams.

4.1.1. Number of topics
To analyse changes in the number of topics throughout the design process, we first
tested for statistically significant differences in the number of documents (channel-
days) throughout the design process, which may influence the number of topics
found by the model. We conducted a two-way robust ANOVA on the number of
documents from each team, in each phase, to help later interpret the cause of trends
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found in the number of topics. It is important to note that while we did find a
significant effect of phase on the number of documents (bΨ¼ 531:64, p¼ 0:001)
there was no significant effect of the team strength on the number of documents
(bΨ¼ 2:75, p¼ 0:856).

To study the association of design phase and team strength with the number of
topics, we conducted a two-way factorial ANOVA. This metric meets the homo-
geneity of variance assumption F 13,210ð Þ¼ 0:2057, p¼ 0:99, however, it did
violate the normality of residuals assumption W¼ 0:98, p< 0:01. Due to the
nonnormality of residuals, we conducted a robust ANOVA, implemented using
the WRS2 package (Mair & Wilcox 2020). We also verified the results with a
traditional two-factor ANOVA, and found the same significant effects.

Using a 20% trimmed mean, we found that both team strength
(F¼ 5:74, p< 0:05) and phase of the product design process
(F¼ 22:46, p< 0:01) had a significant main effect on the number of topics found
in the topic model. The interaction effect of team strength and design phase was
nonsignificant (F¼ 5:04, p¼ 0:58). The equivalent robust posthoc tests revealed
that the strength of teams is significantly associatedwith thenumber of topics in their
topicmodel (bΨ¼�8:42, p< 0:05). From the plot in Figure 5a, we can see thatWeak
teams had consistentlymore topics in their topicmodels than Strong teams. Posthoc
tests revealed that the phases that differed significantly from each other were the
3 Ideas phase with Mockup Review, Final Selection, Assembly Review and Final
Presentation; and Final Presentation also significantly differed from Technical
Review (Table 1). Nearly significant relationships occurred between Sketch Model
and 3 Ideas (p¼ 0:062), Final Selection (p¼ 0:083) and Final Presentation
(p¼ 0:059); and Technical Review and Final Selection (p¼ 0:51) This pattern is
also demonstrated in Figure 5b. Although there is no significant interaction effect
between team strength and phase, we do see an interesting pattern in Figure 5cwhere

Figure 5. (a) Plot of the main effect of team strength on number of topics. (b) Plot of the main effect of phase
on number of topics. (c) Interaction plot for interaction effect of Strength and Phase on number of topics.
Error bars represent one standard error.
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Weak teams havemore topics in their topicmodels in all phases, except for the Final
Selection phase.

4.1.2. Coherence of topics
We used the NPMI as another measure to analyse design team communication.
Similar to how we studied the association of design phase and team strength with
the number of topics, we analysed the coherence of topics over the design process
using a two-way ANOVA model. The data violated the homogeneity of variance
assumption F 13,210ð Þ¼ 2:05,p< 0:05ð Þ, but it met the normality of residuals
assumption W¼ 0:99,p¼ 0:5288ð Þ, thus we implemented robust ANOVA for this
metric as well (Mair &Wilcox 2020). We also verified using a traditional ANOVA
and found similar statistical significance of main effects.

In line with the trends found for number of topics, we found a significant main
effect of phase of the product design process on the coherence of the topics
discussed F¼ 21:06,p< 0:01ð Þ, but no significant effect of team strength
F¼ 0:36,p¼ 0:55ð Þ or team strength and phase interaction F¼ 5:33,p¼ 0:55ð Þ.
Posthoc tests revealed significant differences between phases when measuring the
coherence of topics. The Sketch Model phase varies significantly with Final
Selection, Assembly Review, Technical Review, and Final Presentation Phases;
and 3 Ideas varies significantly with Final Selection and Final Presentation.
Assembly Review was almost significantly different from Final Selection
(p¼ 0:071) and Technical Review was almost significantly different from 3 Ideas
(p¼ 0:089). The complete post-hoc results are shown in Table 2.

The plot in Figure 6 shows that Slack discussions in the fourth and final two
phases have more coherent topics than in other phases, and the Sketch Model
phase has the least coherent topics.

4.2. Qualitative results

We conducted a qualitative analysis of the top 50 words in each topic, from the
topic models of two Strong and two Weak teams per year, using the themes
described in Table 3. Common terms for each subtheme are provided in the table,

Table 1. Results of robust post hoc tests

Phase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. 3 Ideas

2. Sketch model

3. Mockup review bΨ¼ 6:23∗∗†

4. Final selection bΨ¼ 6:48∗∗∗

5. Assembly review bΨ¼ 4:80∗∗∗

6. Technical review

7. Final presentation bΨ¼ 6:81∗∗∗ bΨ¼ 4:12∗†

Note: Phases that differed significantly in the number of topics discussed display the bΨ value and the associated p-value ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p <
0.001. Empty boxes represent a nonsignificant relationship. Entries marked with a † signify that while the p-value was significant, the bΨ confidence
interval crosses zero, indicating that the adjusted statistic is not significant (Field, Miles & Field 2012).
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although themes were identified through the collection of terms in a topic and not
just the inclusion of a single term.Most topics contained evidence ofmore than one
theme, specifically, an average of 4.1 themes per topic. Topics from the Mockup
Review phase contained an average of 4.0 themes per topic, while topics in the
Technical Review phase contained an average of 4.2 themes. In terms of team
strength, Strong teams’ topics containedmore themes, with an average of 4.2, while
Weak teams’ topics had an average of 3.9.

Table 2. Results of robust post hoc tests

Phase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. 3 Ideas

2. Sketch model

3. Mockup review

4. Final selection bΨ¼ �0:16∗∗† bΨ¼ �0:18∗∗

5. Assembly review bΨ¼�0:075∗†

6. Technical review bΨ¼ �0:097∗†

7. Final presentation bΨ¼�0:082∗† bΨ¼ �0:10∗∗†

Note: Phases that differed significantly in the number of topics discussed display the bΨ value and the associated p-value ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p <
0.001. Empty boxes represent a nonsignificant relationship. Entries marked with a † signify that while the p-value was significant, the bΨ confidence
interval crosses zero, indicating that the adjusted statistic is not significant (Field et al. 2012).

Figure 6. Plot of the main effect of product design phase on average NPMI topic
coherence. Error bars represent one standard error.
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Table 3. Qualitative coding scheme with definitions

Theme Subtheme Definition
Example terms
(Nonexhaustive)

Product Function and
performance

Things that the product must
do (e.g., be fast)

Adjectives (‘strong’, ‘tall’),
Measures (‘power’, ‘noise’),
‘metric’, ‘boundary’,
‘maximum’

Features The quality or characteristic
with which the function is
achieved, materials or
component selection and
characteristics

‘connector’, ‘wire’, ‘panel’,
‘metal’, ‘sensor’, ‘foam’

Operating
environment

Objects in or qualities of the
environment that the
product will be used in

‘rain’, ‘restaurant’, ‘public’
and ‘space’

Manufacturing Manufacturing of prototypes,
ordering parts for prototypes

‘lab’, Tool/machine names
(‘clamp’, ‘(3D) printer’),
‘order’, ‘shipping’

Ergonomics User interaction with the
product through user
research and testing

‘user’, Specific users and
characteristics (‘skiier’,
‘blind’), ‘interview’,
‘testing’

Project Risk Assessing likelihood and
weighing implications

‘risk’, ‘safety’, Specific risks
pertaining to the product
(‘fall’, ‘injury’), ‘crisis’

Economics Market research, and business
strategy for the product

‘market’, ‘business’, Market
calculation terms (‘census’,
‘household’)

Plans (Team,
Activity, Time)

Management of phases,
activities and tasks

‘task_force’, ‘progress’,
‘meet’, ‘tomorrow’,
‘agenda’, ‘schedule’

Cost/Finance Financial arrangements at the
project level or unit level

‘budget’, ‘invoice’,
‘reimburse’, ‘receipt’,
‘cheap’, ‘purchase’

Documentation Reference to general
documentation resources,
outside of specific course
deliverables

‘drive’, ‘link’, ‘upload’,
‘document’, ‘spreadsheet’,
‘datum’

Admin General administration related
to the project, but not
distinctly captured by one of
the other terms above,
includes Slack
administration

‘archive’, ‘channel’,
‘disable’/‘enable’
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Before discussing how these themes are distributedwithin the dataset, we present
some examples of topics and subthemes. For each topic, we show 20 (of 50 total)
words, and a corresponding list of subthemes derived from that subset of words.
Table 4 shows eight example topics, spanning two phases – Mockup Review
(convergent) and Technical Review (divergent) – and the corresponding subthemes
we identifiedwithin these topics. Team strength is omitted for four topics as the topic
words are sufficiently specific to identify the team.

Table 3. Continued

Theme Subtheme Definition
Example terms
(Nonexhaustive)

Project deliverables Deliverables related to formal
phases within the project,
preparation for design
reviews

‘presentation’, ‘slide’, ‘demo’,
specific phase names
(‘sketch_model’)

Developing solutions Specific evidence of the
discussion of gathering,
creating and developing
solutions

‘brainstorming’, ‘idea’,
‘suggestion’, (product)
‘research’

Evaluating solutions Judging the quality of a
solution, often based on test
results

‘testing’, ‘feedback’, ‘review’,
‘results’, ‘discuss’

Decision making Considering key factors from
evaluation and possible
compromises, discussing
opposite views

‘decision’, ‘vote’, ‘criterion’,
‘choose’, ‘pro’/‘con’

Course Nonproject
deliverables

Deliverables that are specific to
the course but not the
project, and would not exist
in an industry engineering
design project

‘notebook’ (checks),
‘peer’(review),
‘team’(review), ‘worksheet’

Knowledge resources
and stakeholders

Any course knowledge
resources and stakeholders in
the course, not end users

‘lecture’, ‘tutorial’,
‘workshop’, ‘professor’,
‘instructor’

Physical resources
and tools

Course’s equipment, facilities,
and tools

‘lab’, tool names
(3D‘printer’),
‘conference_room’,
‘workspace’

Other Social Nonproduct, project, or course
related topics. Evidence of
team bonding, jokes, or
planning their weekend

‘bond’, ‘pub’, ‘meme’, ‘fun’,
‘movie’, ‘hangout’

Personal Evidence of one-off messages
such as someone running
late, missing a lecture, sick, or
having technical issues

‘running’ and ‘late’, ‘miss’
and ‘lecture’, ‘computer’
and ‘glitch’
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Table 4. Example topics, represented by the top 20 most frequent words, and the corresponding themes

Topic Team ID Team strength Phase Topic words Subthemes

1 8 Strong Mockup Review [Team name], compile,
presentation, team,
new, conference,
room, pm, thank,
grace, guy, tonight,
great, quote, channel,
beautiful, picture, side,
usually, reminder

Plans; Project
Deliverables;
Physical
Resources and
Tools

2 32 Weak Mockup Review Track, look, continue,
discussion, general,
bunch, talk, could,
worth, together, group,
brainstorm, session,
move, hope, least, one,
excite, believe, cool

Plans; Developing
Solutions

3 10 * Mockup Review Food, user, blend, bite,
restaurant, single,
good, look, big, charge,
may, process, much,
eat, meal, people,
thing, interact, request,
battery

Function and
Performance;
Features;
Operating
Environment;
Ergonomics

4 11 * Mockup Review Way, valve, elderly,
handle, add, progress,
main, part, ridge, lock,
otherwise, material,
compress, fit,
protrusion, opposite,
side, still, wait, arrive

Function and
Performance;
Features;
Ergonomics

5 3 * Technical Review User, work, team, test,
mask, could, today, try,
make, lab, send,
update, take, respirator,
board, come, talk, help,
electrical, analog

Features;
Ergonomics;
Plans; Evaluating
Solutions

6 8 Strong Technical Review Order, thank, shipping,
last, priority, address,
update, thing,
purchase, guy, could,
quantity, worry, lab,
option, case, ship,
send, package, fast

Manufacturing;
Cost and Finance

7 7 * Technical Review Gutter, cost, edge, roof,
water, damage, thank,
drip, roofing, guard,
length, look, instal,
thing, roofer, regard,

Function and
Performance;
Features; Risk
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The first topic represents a team making plans (as many topics do), but
specifically making plans to meet, compile, and practice their Mockup Review
presentation. This represents the Plans subtheme, as well as Project Deliverables
subtheme as they are preparing the presentation deliverable, and Physical
Resources and Tools, represented by the ‘conference’ ‘room’ that they are planning
to meet in. The second topic, from a Weak team in the Mockup Review phase,
represents the team planning to brainstorm solutions. They discuss ‘brainstorm’
‘session[s],’ ‘continue[ing]’ the ‘discussion’, and even reactions to this such as
‘excite’ and ‘cool’. These topic words represent the subthemes Plans and Devel-
oping Solutions. The next two topics more closely represent topics that are specific
to a certain product idea. The third topic comes from a team that was designing a
portable blender for individuals who have trouble eating whole foods. In this topic,
we see discussions regarding the Functions and Performance of the blender
(‘blend’), the Operating Environment (‘restaurant’), the Features (‘battery’), and
Ergonomics (‘user’, ‘interact’). The fourth topic similarly represents Functions and
Performance, Features and Ergonomics for the design of their handheld bathing
device for older adults.

The fifth topic represents planning to evaluate solutions (‘test’), specifically in
the case of their respirator product. We also see discussions of various features of
product; perhaps they were testing both an electrical and analog version. The sixth
topic represents teams ordering parts for the product, as we see terms like
‘shipping,’ ‘order’, ‘purchase’ and ‘quantity’. The seventh topic also represents a
product-specific topic, but in this case, we see the discussion of Risk as well, as
demonstrated by terms such as ‘concern’ and ‘accidentally’. The last topic repre-
sents one of the most common topics in our dataset. Students often use Slack to
organise times to meet in person, either to work on a specific part of the project, or
just generally work together. These topics are often characterised by terms like
‘meeting’ or ‘meet’, along with time of day such as ‘early’, ‘morning’, or ‘tomorrow’,
and sometimes mentions of what will be worked on, such as ‘design’.

In general, the high-level theme Product is discussed the most, appearing in
around 30% of topics, Project appeared in 19% of topics,Other in 17% of topics and
Course in 12%of topics. This patternwasmostly consistent in both phases, with the
exception of Product, which was used more often in the Technical Review phase
(34%) than theMockup Review phase (24%). Strong teams had themes of Product,

Table 4. Continued

Topic Team ID Team strength Phase Topic words Subthemes

concern, product, sure,
accidentally

8 11 Strong Technical Review Make, work, tomorrow,
meeting, able, come,
time, good, design,
start, morning,
archived, lab, early,
guy, pm, react, ill, can,
update

Plans

Note: Asterisks represent where team strength was omitted as the topic words are sufficiently specific to identify the team.
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Project, and Course in their topics equivalently as often as Weak teams; however,
Strong teams exhibited more evidence of Other themes (20% compared to 16%).
WhenOther themes are frequently found, discussion in the Mockup Review phase
tends to be the main contributor to this discussion. We found evidence of teams
mostly discussing Product subthemes such as Features, Manufacturing and Ergo-
nomics. The subtheme Features represents specific product components, such as
‘handle’, ‘sensor’ and ‘wire’. SubthemeManufacturing was most often used to code
topics that included terms such as ‘prototype’, ‘lab’, ‘build’, and terms that
suggested the ordering of parts for prototypes, such as ‘shipping’, ‘tracking’ and
‘order’. Lastly, the subtheme of Ergonomics was discovered frequently when teams
discussed the ‘user’ in combination with ‘research’, ‘interviews’ or ‘consultation’.

Within the high-level Project theme, we found the most evidence of the sub-
themes Plans and Project Deliverables. Evidence of Plans was found in around 50%
of the topics, and thus it overlappedmostwith other subthemes. The subtheme Plans
covered topics of team coordination, planning an activity, or planning a timeline. In
our data, this subtheme corresponds with terms such as ‘meeting’, ‘tomorrow’,
‘progress’ and ‘task_force’. Subtheme Project Deliverables was used whenever we
saw evidence of the team discussing a design deliverable, by using terms such as the
phase names (‘Sketch Model’) or referring to their ‘presentation’ and ‘demos’. This
subtheme was distinguished from nonproject deliverables in order to separate
discussions around deliverables necessary to the design process, whichmirror design
reviews in engineering organisations, from those that would not be found outside of
the course setting, such as peer review assignments.

The high-level themeCoursewasmostly comprised of references to the course’s
Physical Resources and Tools, such as the ‘lab’, ‘printer’, or various tools. Mentions
of course materials or instructors, such as ‘lecture’, ‘workshop’ or ‘professor’ were
assigned to the theme of Knowledge Resources and Stakeholders.

Lastly, we also found evidence of subthemes that were outside of course topics
and did not fit into our coding scheme, namely, Social and Personal. Interestingly,
we found that these often created small topics on their own, an example being:
purpose, look, meme, stress, relief, team, bond, credit. The Personal subtheme often
referred to updates that someone was running late, missing a lecture, or having
technical issues.

We found a few trends in the themes that often occurred together within a topic.
Overall, evidence of the subthemes Plans and Evaluating Solutions were often found
within the same topic. In our data, Evaluating Solutions most often referred to terms
related to mechanical or user testing. Thus, this suggests that teams organised their
test plans using Slack. Plans also commonly overlapped with Decision Making,
signalled by terms in a topic such as ‘decision’, ‘meet’ and ‘tomorrow’.We also found
that Features was often identified in topics with Functions and Performance, and
Evaluating Solutions, suggesting that teams discuss how to evaluate various product
components to ensure that their performance objectives are met. Another common
pattern among many teams was the overlap of the subthemes Operating Environ-
ment and Ergonomics. These topics would include mentions of the target use
environment for the product, for example, ‘restaurant’, within the same topic as
mentions of ‘user’, ‘interface’ and ‘simple’. Lastly, we found that the Social themewas
not identified in any predictable patterns with other topics. In fact, when used, it was
often the only theme attributed to that topic.
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Comparing the Mockup Review phase (a convergent phase) and the Technical
Review phase (a divergent phase) revealed some thematic differences. While most
subthemes were found in an approximately equivalent percentage of topics, the
subthemes Function and Performance, Features, Evaluating Solutions, Ergonomics
andManufacturingwere usedmore often in the divergent phase than the convergent
phase. The convergent phase contained more topics that referenced deliverables,
both project deliverables and nonproject deliverables, and more mention of Devel-
oping Solutions. We found that the additional Project Deliverables and Developing
Solutions subthemes existed within the same topic as Evaluating Solutions.

Shifting focus to team strength, we found only minor differences. Strong teams
had more topics that referenced the course’s physical resources, and general Plans.
In terms of thematic overlap, we found that Strong teams had more topics that
referenced an overlap between Functions and Performance and Ergonomics, and
Evaluating Solutions and Manufacturing.

5. Discussion

5.1. Case study implications

We begin our discussion by analysing the results of our case study, motivated by
our original research questions: Over the course of the design process, how does
team communication reflect convergence and divergence? Does this trend differ
between teams with strong and weak performance?

Our analysis reveals that design teams use Slack to discuss a varying number of
topics, with varying levels of coherence, throughout the product design process.
Considering the number of topics in each phase, in Figure 5, we see that teams start
off with themost number of topics in the 3 Ideas phase when they have to present a
total of six promising product ideas to the class, with an average of approximately
13 topics. Then the number of topics gradually decreases to a minimum of around
nine topics in the third phase, Mockup Review, where teams present ‘looks-like’ or
‘works-like’ prototypes of their top four design concepts. The number of topics
stays relatively consistent throughout the Final Selection phase, where teams
choose one product concept to pursue. Although we may expect that this decision
point would generate much discussion, this phase is only approximately 4 days
long, and the hybrid nature of these teams suggests that some of these discussions
happen in person. The number of topics then increases through the Assembly
Review phase and reaches a second peak in the Technical Review phase, where
teams present a technically functional prototype. The number of topics reaches
another minimum in the Final Presentation phase, where teams develop their final
polished prototype. This pattern is empirical evidence to validate the double
diamond pattern of convergence–divergence proposed in Design Council
(2015), representing a pattern of diverging to ideate, converging to decide on a
single product concept, diverging to decide how to accomplish the product goals,
and then converging again to a final prototype. However, post-hoc tests reveal that
only the divergence in the 3 Ideas phase and the Technical Review phase are
significantly, or borderline significantly, different from neighbouring phases.

Examining the coherence of the topic models, we find a different pattern.
Teams have themost coherent topic models in the Final Selection phase. As seen in
Figure 6, the coherence decreases from 3 Ideas to Sketch Model, increases through
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Mockup Review and Final Selection, and then seems to reach a constant value from
Assembly Review through to Final Presentation. Post-hoc tests reveal that signifi-
cant or borderline significant differences exist between 3 Ideas, Final Selection, and
Final Presentation, and between SketchModel and all of the last four phases. These
significant differences suggest a general pattern of moving from levels of low
coherence to higher coherence throughout the design process. We can see that
the Sketch Model phase has the smallest standard deviation, meaning there is the
least variation in model coherence between teams in this phase. This measure of
coherence represents the quality of the topic model, so while the topic model will
ensure that every document is assigned to a topic, the coherence score will drop if
the documents within a topic are not semantically similar. Thus, we can interpret
the coherence score as a measure of how much the teams discuss semantically
similar topics within a phase. We might expect a team who is highly-coordinated
and with a clear aim to communicate in a highly coherent manner, whereas a team
lacking coordination and shared understanding may communicate with low
coherence. Although measured differently, our coherence metric has a similar
interpretation to the semantic coherence metric that was shown to cycle through-
out the product design process in previous studies (Song et al. 2003; Dong 2005).
Our coherence metric does vary between phases; however, we only see a significant
change between the beginning and end of the product design process.

These patterns in number of topics and coherence of topics are most interesting
when they are viewed together. We can see that the number of topics generally
decreases from the 3 Ideas phase through the Final Selection phase, yet we see the
opposite trend in terms of the coherence of topics, as coherence generally increases
throughout the first four phases. As teams converge on a design idea, their topic
models have fewer topics, and these topics are more coherent. This provides further
support for the convergence thatwe expect to see in these phases, and this is consistent
with findings from studies that use different measures of semantic coherence (Dong
2004). Interestingly, we do not see the same pattern within the second half of the
design process. After the Final Selection phase, teams’ topic models increase in size to
a peak at Technical Review, and then decrease again in Final Presentation; however,
we see the coherence drop after Final Selection and then remain fairly consistent
throughout the final three phases. We hypothesise that this could be due to two
reasons: one being that the teams have decided on a single product concept at this
point, and although they are diverging to figure out how to best design the product,
they would be using a smaller vocabulary than in previous phases. The second reason
being that having worked on the previous phases together over time, the team has
developed a ‘shared voice’. Past studies have shown that topic models have the ability
to capture both content similarity and voice similarity (Hill et al. 2001).

Our qualitative analysis revealed that the subtheme present in around 50% of
topics was Plans, which includes planning and coordination of work allocation,
activity processes, and timelines. This shows that even when teams are using Slack
to discuss other subthemes, such as Function and Performance, or Features, there is
often an element of planning involved. This mirrors previous findings in engin-
eering communication research which found that emails contain more noise
associated with scheduling and administration than design documents do, and it
is used more for coordination than design discussions (Dong et al. 2004). Future
work can further explore this trend by comparing the years 2016–2019 with the
modified version of the course that ran with limited in-person activities during
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2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In comparison with 2016–2019 teams, we
expect that teams in the 2020 course version will mention Product themes more
frequently on Slack because of the restriction of in-person meetings where these
technical design aspects would typically be discussed.

We found that topics in the divergent Technical Review phase have more
themes per topic on average than the convergent Mockup Review phase. However,
the difference is too slight to draw significant conclusions given the qualitative
nature of the analysis. We also found that Product themes occurred in 10% more
topics in the divergent phase than the convergent phase. This difference was driven
by teams’ communication of Function and Performance, Features, Manufacturing
and Ergonomics in the divergent phase. In both of these phases, though at different
levels of fidelity, deliverables drive the necessity for teams to define or refine the
product functions, detail the features required to carry out the functions, manu-
facture a prototype, and discuss user needs. Thus, we hypothesise that Product
themes were found in more topics within divergent Technical Review because the
challenge of figuring out how to build their near-final functional prototype kept the
product at the forefront of most discussions, even if those discussions integrated
other themes. Technical Review (divergent phase) topics also contained more
mention of the subtheme Evaluating Solutions, represented mostly by discussions
of testing, than the Mockup Review (convergent) phase did. This is most likely
caused by the refinement and complexity of the prototype later on in the semester.
In Mockup Review, teams use their prototype to focus on one or two feasibility
concerns, and thus conduct less testing than in the Technical Review phase, where
they have to test the prototype against all specifications.We found that more topics
in the Mockup Review phase included subthemes of both project and nonproject
deliverables than in the Technical Review phase. The subtheme of Project Deliver-
ables was characterised by teams preparing for their presentation and demo, which
is similarly structured to a design review in industry. The lesser frequency of this
theme in the later Technical Review phase may demonstrate that teams need to
spend more time on the product, and less time planning their presentations and
demo, as the product complexity increases throughout the semester. Contrary to
what would be expected from a convergent phase, we found more evidence of
subtheme Developing Solutions in Mockup Review than in Technical Review. We
believe that this is due to the challenge of identifying brainstorming processes from
a collection of words without word order.We used theDeveloping Solutions theme
when the words ‘brainstorming’, ‘idea’, or ‘suggestion’ were used; however, a topic
consisting of multiple product components or materials could also represent a
team developing solutions, but is impossible to identify without context. Add-
itionally, as we know teams spend more time focusing on deliverables in Mockup
Review, these solutions, ideas and suggestions could be in regard to the presenta-
tion design, and not the product itself.

We also identified some differences between the communication patterns of
Strong and Weak teams. We found that Weak teams’ topic models have signifi-
cantly more topics than Strong teams. However, there was no significant effect of
team strength on the coherence of these models. Thus, Weak teams discuss more
topics than Strong teams, with the same level of coherence. This contradicts
previous research that shows that more noun phrases used in a design course lead
to better designs, as measured by grades (Mabogunje & Leifer 1997). While the
most simple explanation for our difference is that Weak teams simply have more
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scattered conversations, this should not be dismissed as the only probably cause.
This could also be due to the Weak teams displaying more divergent behaviour
overall: proposing more ideas, and experiencing more constructive disagreement
(Dong 2004; Dong et al. 2004). The team strength metric encompasses team
dynamics as well as product quality (although we found that it correlates strongly
with their near-final product quality), and future work can measure team strength
at varying points throughout the semester. This will highlight if teams that display
divergent communication characteristics perform particularly well in divergent
phases. Another explanation of this trend could be that stronger teams established
communication norms earlier on in the design process, the lack of which has been
shown to cause tension (Brisco, Whitfield & Grierson 2016). As the teams in this
course were hybrid, with regular in-person meeting times, successful teams may
have delegated certain decisions and discussions for in-person meetings, and
others for Slack. This would lead to fewer topics found in the stronger teams’ topic
models.

We did not find a significant interaction effect between team strength and
phase on the number of topics in a topic model, nor the coherence of the topic
model. Thus, using our measure of convergence, we find that both Strong and
Weak teams cycle through convergence and divergence, contradictory to Dym
et al. (2005) who found a correlation between successful teams and cycles of
convergent and divergent thinking. Further work will be required to better under-
stand the scale of cycling; it is possible that when scoped to the phase level, or when
looking at the team and not designer-level, we are not seeing micro-cycles of
convergence within phases. The absence of this interaction effect could also be
caused by the structure of the course; teams are instructed tomove through specific
design activities on a schedule. Although nonsignificant, we see an interesting
effect in the Final Selection phase where Strong teams’ topic models have more
topics thanWeak teams’, contrary to all other phases. The cause of this effect would
be best determined with a detailed study of both the face-to-face and online
communication of teams during this important phase. One possibility is that
Strong teams place more importance on this decision, and thus have more
discussions during this phase.

We also compared the qualitative themes present in the topics by Strong and
Weak teams. We found that on average, each topic from Strong teams contains
slightly more themes than the topics fromWeak teams. Although this difference is
too small to draw significant conclusions, this pattern, in combination with the
quantitative finding that Strong teams have fewer topics in their topic models,
suggests that stronger teamsmay bemore efficient in combining related subthemes
into discussions. Meaning, they may cover the same grouping of subthemes in
multiple discussions, such that topic models can pick up on these patterns. We
found that the only noticeable difference in high-level themes was Strong teams’
use of the Other theme more often than Weak teams. This represents both an
increase in Social and Personal subthemes, meaning that Strong teams have more
discussion about events outside of school, team bonding activities, and sharing of
personal challenges and updates. Literature shows that team bonding can lead to
higher quality relationships and the building of Psychological Safety (Edmondson
1999), which leads to higher levels of learning and performance on industry teams
(Carmeli, Brueller & Dutton 2009). It has also been shown that communication
platforms that allow for social interaction can influence engineering teamwork
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(Brisco et al. 2020). Within subthemes, Strong teams used Physical Resources and
Tools, and Plans, more often than didWeak teams. This suggests that Strong teams
may spend more time on planning the project on Slack, and effective planning has
been correlated with new product development outcomes in past work (Salomo,
Weise & Gemunden 2007). This also can be interpreted as Strong teams taking
advantage of the course’s physical resources such as labs and tools more often than
Weak teams. Strong teams also showed higher overlap between the subthemes
Functions and Performance and Ergonomics, suggesting discussions of user-
centred performance goals. There was also a lot more overlap between Evaluating
Solutions and Manufacturing, suggesting that Strong teams have joint conversa-
tions of prototyping and testing (and possibly perform physical or user testing with
the prototype which leads to a more robust final product), while these are
subthemes are found in separate topics within Weak teams.

5.2. Suitability of STTM

In recent years, a plethora of communication technology platforms have been
rapidly developed and released into the marketplace. In conjunction with global-
isation and the COVID-19 pandemic, product design teams are adopting new
digital communication tools that allow collaboration to occur across geographic
and temporal boundaries. Yet we still do not understand how teams are using these
new tools and what communication practices result in the most successful prod-
ucts. These platforms can provide researchers with enormous amounts of data at
the click of a button – which presents both an opportunity, and a challenge.

STTMprovides the opportunity to study shortmessages, such as those found in
instant messaging software, by relaxing the assumption that every document
contains multiple topics (Yin & Wang 2014), a key assumption of conventional
topic modelling. While we found evidence of team convergence and divergence
throughout the product design process, and we were able to uncover some of the
communication characteristics of Strong and Weak teams, the use of this method
on our dataset has some limitations. The GDSMM algorithm we used was
previously validated using a news headline dataset and a tweet dataset. Although
the average length of each message was not reported in the original article, the
authors note that short-text settings are often characterised by documents with less
than 100 words (Yin & Wang 2014). The average size of a document in this work
was just over 30 words, postprocessing. This meant that some of the topics found
were small, and may not represent as important of a discussion as other topics.
Slack data in this format represents a trade-off between the number of documents
and the size of documents, both of which should be large for topic modelling. The
more messages that are combined to create a document, the larger the average size
of the document, but at the cost of a decreased number of documents. We did
experiment with various definitions of a document (single message, channel-days,
channel-3 days and channel-weeks) to examine this trade off, and found that our
patterns of convergence and divergence remained consistent, even with document
sizes at 100 words, postprocessing. Thus this method has high potential for
enterprise social networks that see high frequency and high volume use; yet we
have demonstrated a useful scenario even with smaller documents.

We found that the teams studied in this work used Slack primarily to discuss
planning and coordination, which might be a consequence of their hybrid nature.
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This means that they discussed matters like meetings and preparing presentations
in the same documents as discussions of the product features, functions, ergo-
nomics, project decision making, and so forth. The presence of these common
terms in many documents resulted in larger topics in which the most frequent
words were all planning-related. Upon first glance, it may seem that the topic is
solely about planning and coordination; however, our thematic analysis revealed
additional subthemes (three additional subthemes, on average) within these topics.
Thus, the topics, in this case, may require a more qualitative review to be
informative of design team discussion. Additionally, we expect the informative
nature of topic modelling to increase when there is more balance in the frequency
of terms in general. However, we note that these project-management related
discussions, such as discussing meeting times, occur in a fairly consistent number
of topics throughout the entire design process. Thus, we expect that their effect on
the topic modelling metrics stays fairly consistent throughout the product design
process, not limiting our comparison between phases.

Current and recent undergraduate students are technologically literate, which
we can see from the volume of messages in our dataset. These students provide an
excellent opportunity to study the use of new and emerging communication
technology because they are already comfortable with instant messaging and are
not hesitant to adopt new tools in their courses (Prensky 2001; Van Volkom,
Stapley & Amaturo 2014). However, this can also create limitations when using
topic modelling methods to analyse these messages. Being very technologically
literate, students use Slack as they would use casual messaging software with their
friends.We often see slang, shorthand, and sequences of very shortmessages in our
dataset. These factors also contribute to some of the smaller topics found in our
models.

While topic modelling provides a quick and easy way to summarise large
amounts of messages from instant messaging platforms, it might not always be
the most appropriate method for these datasets. Further research should consider
the application of STTMs to instant messaging datasets from industry, where we
might expect messages to consist of more complete and detailed thoughts. Add-
itionally, the results of STTM on these instant messaging datasets might better
serve as an input into a secondary analysis. Previous work has used the topics found
in topic models as an input into network graphs (Cai et al. 2017).

6. Limitations and future work
The first limitation of this work stems from the hybrid nature of the student design
teams that we studied. These students have designated meeting times, but also
frequently choose to work together in person or meet in the lab. Thus, their Slack
communication is limited, and we expect that much of the technically intense or
important decisions may be discussed in person. In future work, the research team
plans to analyse the extent to which this limitation affects this specific dataset, by
comparing previous years’ data to 2020 data, when teams had minimal faceto-face
interaction. In addition, we do not have access to private Slack messages, only
public. Although the teams were encouraged to use public channels so that team
instructors could engage in design discussions, it is possible that we are missing
some design communication that occurred via direct message.
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We also recognise the limitation of our team performance metric. While expert
ratings can be subjective, we chose to use this metric instead of course grades as it
incorporates a holistic view of the team’s performance throughout all design
activities, as well as the team’s ability to effectively collaborate throughout the
process. This measure was provided by the same experienced course instructor for
all 4 years of analysis, and we validated the reliability by correlating this metric to
the team’s grades on their near-final prototype. However, team performance and
product success is better measured as a continuum than a dichotomous measure,
and during the most recent iteration of the course, we have implemented a scale
measure, targeting both product success and team dynamics, that was completed
by the instructors and mentors for each team.

The choice of measure of topic coherence is another limitation of this research.
As this is an intrinsic measure and does not rely on an external dataset, it derives
word occurrence probabilities exclusively from our corpus of messages. Due to the
short nature of our messages, it makes it harder to identify when two words are
similar or represent the same topic when each word only occurs with around
30 additional words. However, we expect this to be less of an issue in this analysis as
we explore comparative differences between phases and teams. As all models were
trained on the same quality of data and evaluated using the same metrics, the
comparison holds. We also note some of the characteristics of our dataset that
make STTM difficult in Section 5. Although STTM has been shown to outperform
traditional topic modelling methods such as LDAwhen used on document lengths
similar to ours (Mazarura & de Waal 2017), future work can validate this finding
specifically for engineering enterprise social network data.

While we saw some evidence of team communication convergence and diver-
gence, future work can investigate this phenomenon in digital communicationmore
closely. If written product descriptions were available for the final designs, topic
modelling could be used to track these topics throughout the design process and
identify where the idea first emerges, when teams focus on the idea, and when they
diverge from it. Additionally, given various theories of convergence and divergence
in design (Dym et al. 2005), wemight expect to see patterns of this cyclical nature not
only between phases, but also within them. Teamsmay first need to converge on the
meaning of a problem statement or the expectations of an assignment before they
can diverge to solve the problem. Future work can investigate if these patterns exist,
although a longer design process would be needed for this analysis. In this work, we
analysed phase differences based on the prescribed product design process that
teams follow in this class. This allowed us to compare whether the communication
characteristics represent the design activities we expect to be happening. However,
this limits our ability to generalise to less structured processes. In future work, wewill
investigate the ability of topic modelling to automatically detect differences in these
phases, without providing phase information to the model. Lastly, the complete
engineering communication coding scheme provided inWasiak et al. (2010) can be
applied to the original messages in this dataset, to see if findings from engineering
email exist within instant-messaging style communication.

7. Conclusion
By applying STTM to enterprise social network messages, we explored the intri-
cacies of howproduct design engineers use this emerging software throughout each
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phase of the product design process. We built STTMs from a data set comprising
250,000messages sent by 32 teams, representing four cohorts of teams enrolled in a
3-month intensive product design course. Each STTMmodel represents the topics
discussed by each team, in each phase of the product design process.

We presented an exploratory study which demonstrates the ability of STTM to
uncover insights in enterprise social network communication, led by a case study
investigating research questions regarding convergence and divergence of com-
munication and how this differs by design process phase and team performance.
Analysis of STTM results revealed a number of trends: Strong teams discuss fewer
topics than weaker teams; the number of and coherence of topics presents a pattern
of cyclical convergence and divergence; and teams show characteristics of Product,
Project, Course, and Other themes within each topic.

We provide evidence that STTM can uncover insights into enterprise social
network messages and identify communication patterns of successful teams. This
work presents a step towards the possibility of tracking a team’s design process in
real time. We aim to inspire fellow researchers to apply this type of modelling on
the emerging corpus of instant-messaging style communication used in product
design. The insights gained from this paper will provide a better understanding of
how to optimise engineering design communication and collaboration. Learnings
provide clarity as to the conditions which influence technology-enhanced teams
and their members to performmost effectively, ultimately deliveringmore innova-
tive and high-quality products.
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A. Appendix

A.1. List of bigrams

Table A1. List of bigrams created from all teams

Bigrams

room_connecte new_room connected_new

let_know heating_cable tech_review

sketch_model key_finding op_amp

google_drive key_question decoupling_cap

credit_card assembly_review logic_analyzer

solar_panel pinned_message low_pas

make_sure future_task shipping_office

self_defense form_factor power_rail

sewing_machine water_bottle hobby_shop

scissor_lift rock_climbing sounds_good

music_box code_ethic home_depot

rock_climbe physical_test last_night

talking_point belt_metal deicing_fluid

makes_sense central_hub gallon_drum

user_teste open_issue garden_hose

user_testing open_issues live_demo

round_alert gets_upcoming active_brake

user_experience amp_stride conference_room

high_temp renamed_channel touch_base

steady_state gas_cylind assisted_living

high_fidelity split_clamp cable_travel

live_burn linear_bearing hale_house

next_house smart_sprinkler active_braking

battery_cover drill_hole side_profile

coding_party power_supply assisted_live

set_screw co_sensor glove_holder

street_crosse city_planner side_row

south_station urban_planne ugly_baby

cell_tower circular_saw master_doc

set_channel training_mat bike_brake

long_sleeve price_point end_cap

easy_cane agility_trainer easy_button

glass_vacuum open_item tongue_tie

doc_cam build_report outer_shell
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Table A1. Continued

Bigrams

life_jacket anyone_else google_hangout

stove_stomp written_close lead_sync

fl_oz written_closed stainless_steel

menstrual_cup willing_pay surface_finish

suction_cup closed_item trash_bag

suction_cups bench_level range_hood

ember_shield water_rocket radio_receiver

smoke_detector pepper_spray pressure_sensor

foam_core bill_materials speed_bump

customer_need bill_material active_surface

gets_upcome lever_arm support_block

shop_bot traffic_calming anyone_want

tongue_groove traffic_calme needle_valve

market_size fire_department custom_tee

cover_sheet special_event duty_cycle

market_sizing block_diagram worst_case

rod_end office_hour mass_bee

flat_stock planar_surface double_check

rod_ends descent_speed shoulder_bolt

vacuum_bagge pellet_system lead_screw

vacuum_bagging please_comment business_model

west_marine heat_mix pipe_plug

nose_tail lecture_hall wall_thickness

wedge_pin hinge_mechanism metal_bellow

top_bottom foam_model nylon_strap

half_inch side_walls flow_rate

pin_housing side_wall next_steps

stir_bar cross_section honey_super

ocean_house safe_step task_force

parent_company team_lead status_update

glove_hold test_setup swell_paper

qr_code walk_freezer foot_pedal

dry_ice slide_thumbnail product_vision

spec_sheet web_app product_costing

drop_box frost_top product_coste

screw_hole google_doc sound_processe

volume_control treasure_hunt hearing_los
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Table A1. Continued

Bigrams

price_extende poke_holes audio_amplifi

fr_kl poke_hole laser_cutting

port_hole mason_frame audio_amplifier

exploded_view syringe_version laser_cutte

heart_rate constant_torque number_player

design_review battery_life injection_molde

channel_purpose parts_list laser_cutt

east_end risk_question feel_free

strut_channel magic_touch patent_pending

mass_ave bone_conducting sheet_metal

product_story silica_gel patent_pende

ice_dam bone_conducte contact_info

business_plan portable_power threaded_insert

test_setups hard_heare machine_learne

central_machine smooth_talker medical_device

shop_staff user_research printed_wire

solenoid_valve laser_cut printed_wires

loading_dock hey_guy energy_lounge

half_hour gt_say false_positive

test_rig hard_hat smart_home

downward_force linear_fits call_nurse

utility_knive olive_oil electronics_box

slide_deck prior_art blink_detection

touch_up blob_merge echo_dot

powder_coate sensor_bar surface_mount

powder_coating fume_hood alpha_prototype

carbon_fiber moving_forward mounting_hole

spring_steel card_reader pulse_check

razor_lock blob_merging sailing_center

cross_brace back_plate salt_bobbin

dental_resin dead_space interest_form

answer_question topic_member consumer_good

food_safe front_end define_roll

duck_bill initial_view problem_space

linear_fit view_controller fresh_dry

live_feed child_view taste_t

presenters_amp limit_switche bike_pump
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Table A1. Continued

Bigrams

baggage_handler limit_switch micro_plastic

press_fit heat_sink bungee_cord

top_anchor control_board rubber_band

rope_enclosure cookie_cutter fire_projection

mounting_plate golf_cart rotary_damper

damping_disk wire_head baby_bubble

next_step angle_bar tangerine_react

lead_climb power_stow members_shall

shoulder_screw self_cleaning action_item

auto_belay house_quality channel_eastern

pour_speed self_cleane rack_pinion

mold_opene rising_rack bee_box

mold_opening heat_wave bee_escape

bite_beauty eddy_current oil_splatt

safety_stop mountain_plate keep_mind

leafy_green house_qualitie ski_lift

safety_factor
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